
Belfast’s most unique  
new office space

An Icon Revitalised



With a considered, high-specification office refurbishment 
over three floors and a stunning statement entrance lobby, 
the flatiron presents the most unique office space in Belfast.

The former waterside warehouse is now expertly restored to 
provide a statement presence in the most central of city 
centre locations. High ceilings, exposed brick feature walls 
and engineered wood floors embrace the past, whilst a 
space maximising layout and contemporary design make 
this icon of Belfast fit for the future.

The original.
Perched on the Blackstaff.
Shaped by the Lagan.
Standing strong.
Always an icon.

Restored and Revitalised



Built in the 1860s, the flatiron was originally perched on the 
river bank of the booming Victorian Belfast. 

Sitting on one of the oldest streets in Upper Church Lane, the 
town grew around the into the international city it is today. 
Now Belfast is booming, the city is awash with great places to 
eat, perfect coffee stops, roof top bars and the best shops 
on the high street. the flatiron sits at the very heart of 
everything.

A location as impressive as the building itself
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CGI visualisation of First Floor office



First floor at the flatiron



Second floor at the flatiron. LET AGREED



Third floor at the flatiron. LET
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Accommodation

First 

(Net; excluding stair, WC, lobby) SQ M SQ FT

149 1,603

Floor 

Second LET AGREED

Third LET

Ground 68 736

Indicative plans

Lift



FIRST FLOOR

Wc

Kitchen

Open plan office
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Accommodation Indicative plans

Lift

First 

(Net; excluding stair, WC, lobby) SQ M SQ FT

149 1,603

Floor 

Second LET AGREED

Third LET

Ground 68 736



Lobby
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SECOND FLOORAccommodation Indicative plans
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First 

(Net; excluding stair, WC, lobby) SQ M SQ FT

149 1,603

Floor 

Second LET AGREED

Third LET

Ground 68 736



Lobby
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Open plan office

Open plan office with
double height ceiling

THIRD FLOORAccommodation Indicative plans
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(Net; excluding stair, WC, lobby) SQ M SQ FT

149 1,603

Floor 

Second LET AGREED

Third LET

Ground 68 736



Specification

The perfect compliment - infinite care has been taken in marrying 
the old historic building with the new modern specification, using 
only the most suitable high quality materials & finishes.

Feature entrance lobby with mosaic tile floor and brass inlay 

Part-exposed Belfast Brick on internal walls

Engineered hardwood flooring

Restored staircase featuring oak treads and handrail

Plastered and painted ceiling with mix of track and pendant 
energy efficient LED Lighting

Black metal finished perimeter trunking

New five person traction lift to all floors

Dedicated WCs on each floor, disability compliant

New black slab fitted Kitchen with marble laminate worktop 
on each floor

Phoenix gas heating with black feature wall hung radiators 
and exposed copper pipework

Accommodation

First 

(Net; excluding stair, WC, lobby) SQ M SQ FT

149 1603

Floor 

Second LET AGREED

Third LET



Lease details Contact

Laura Galloway
T: +44 28 9026 8004
M: +44 7483 156 558
E: Laura.Galloway@Savills.ie

www.savills.ie

developed by

Term  Negotiable

Rent £30,000 per floor per annum, exclusive

Rent Reviews  5 yearly

Repairs  Effective full repairing and insuring

Service Charge Levied to cover a fair proportion of external 
repairs, communal costs etc

Rates Tenant responsible for payment of rates. To be 
confirmed.

VAT All prices and outgoings are exclusive of VAT 
which is chargeable.

EPC To be confirmed

Disclaimer

Savills, their clients and any joint agents give notice that:
1. They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any
statement that may be made in these particulars. These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact.

2. Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessary planning, building
regulation or other consents and Savills have not tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise. June 2018.
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